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ISSUE HISTORY:
ISSUE 1 - Published on Thursday, March 31st, 2022 @ 1:25 AM CST - I think I worked at least
12 hours on this issue to get it to a decent length to make it worth exporting to a pdf file and
upload it online. This issue set the stage for what direction I wanted to go in terms of providing
updates about my photography and other work, plus sharing links to useful websites and
resources.

ABOUT THIS NEWSLETTER
AUTHOR: David Thrift, owner MUDPIX OUTDOORS, and DUDECAPZ BEANIE STORE at
www.DDAVIDD.com
ESTABLISHED: Wednesday, March 30th, 2022 @ 3:10 PM CST.
PUBLISHED WITH: MUDWALKER NEWSLETTER is written using Taskade's project
management tool. You can find this awesome task manager at www.taskade.com and use it for
your own task management and writing needs. I highly recommend it.
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NOTES ABOUT THE PUBLISHING: Taskade does not offer a table of contents feature. I am
not able to provide a table of contents in this newsletter for you. I still choose to use Taskade for
the publishing of this newsletter because of it's ease of use, ease of access in the cloud, and for
it's easy pdf exporting ability. I make effort to organize this newsletter with everything pertaining
to my work in the beginning pages, and everything else I'm sharing after that. This is an ongoing
newsletter. That means with each new issue, I am building on top of the prior issue. I will
continue doing this in this format until I (1.) deem it's too much to handle in Taskade, or (2.)
Taskade proves to not have the ability to manage an extremely long document. Should any
issues arise at any point in publication using Taskade, I will move all content into an Open
Office document.
PURPOSE: With this newsletter, I hope to bring my readers some resources that may be found
useful, as well as updates happening with my photography work, and other projects. Some of
the things I will provide in this newsletter are websites that I've found useful or interesting to
share, a catalog of Twitter accounts that I follow, and more. This newsletter is more about
sharing resources I've collected, than it is about promoting my photography, and other personal
work, although I will mention about these things in various ways throughout this publication.
WHY IS THIS NEWSLETTER TITLED "MUDWALKER"? - MUDWALKER is a play off of my
photography brand's name, MUDPIX OUTDOORS. I came up with the name "MUDPIX" in 2016
based off of the fact that very often when I go out to shoot photos outdoors around the lakes, I
find myself walking in mud to get some shots.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
David Thrift is a lifelong resident of Southeast Alabama (with temporary living in other locations
due to travel), an amateur photographer, amateur artist, blogger, crafter, and a veteran.
ART: I'm not as much an artist as I am a photographer. I love to play with digital art, but I haven't
produced enough work to make a big deal out of it yet. In December 2021, I bought a Samsung
Galaxy S7+ tablet that I use to work on some art with occasionally, but it's more of a "playtime"
thing that I dabble with, more than it is anything I'm serious about currently. I will update my
progress.
BLOGGING: I currently don't have an active blog that I maintain publicly worth mentioning. My
website at www.DDAVIDD.com is currently in a renovation stage for rebuilding. Once I get my
website relaunched with a new template, I plan to post galleries of my photography to the blog,
as well as hopefully some blog posts containing information about the places I love to go
outdoors to with my camera.
CRAFTSMAN: It's something these days that not many know about me, until they find out, that I
am intermittently fluent in knitting and crocheting. I love to make hats. You can see them in my
beanie store on Storenvy at dudecapz.storenvy.com
PHOTOGRAPHY: My primary objective with my photography, is photographing the scenery
around West Point Lake, and Lake Harding in Alabama and Georgia. With my photography, I
create beautiful pdf format photo ebooks which contains volumes of my photographic work.
Some of these ebooks are free. Others are sold in my ebook store on Gumroad at
mudpix.gumroad.com
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CONTACT INFORMATION:
WEBSITE: www.DDAVIDD.com
EMAIL: mudwalkernews@gmail.com

JOURNAL:
On my website at www.DDAVIDD.com you will find a page called "TODAY". On that page I
periodically write journal updates about my projects or random things I may want to share.
Because my website is currently in renovation phase, and because I don't want to bog down
this particular newsletter, I will direct you to the website for these writings. In time, I plan to
launch a larger newsletter that will (maybe) contain my journal entries.

ARTICLES OF INTEREST FROM WIRED (www.wired.com):
The WIRED Guide to Emoji - Published on February 1, 2018 - More than just cute pictures,
these digital icons are a lingua franca for the digital age. - https://www.wired.com/story/guideemoji/

HOW TO FIND YOUR LOCAL PHONE DIRECTORY ONLINE:
Some time ago I came across a website called DEXPAGES (www.dexpages.com) that provided
a map of the US with clickable links that allowed you to download your (or any) local phone
book directory. That website now directs to TheRealYellowPages
(www.therealyellowpages.com). If you scroll down to the bottom of their website, you will see a
link titled "Find Your Directory" (I've provided the link below). Click that link, and that is where
you will find the aforementioned map. When you click on any state on the map, you will be
presented with a pop-up list of all areas that you can download a local phone book directory for
in pdf format. From there, click on the area link for the directory you want. You will be taken to a
new page displaying your directory. You can browse it's pages online in your browser, or click
on the download link (it's the document icon) in the top right of the page to save the pdf to your
computer. I think this is a really great, and free resource because not only can you find your
local directory, but you can acquire any phone directory across the United States.
FIND YOUR DIRECTORY - https://www.therealyellowpages.com/skin/entry/map.php

USEFUL & INTERESTING WEBSITES:
ABOUT THE FOLLOWING LISTS: For years I have collected links to various websites that I
found useful or interesting for one reason or another. These have been kept in my notes for my
own use. I am now bringing these resources to my newsletter for your possible use. Some
websites are listed more than once as they relate in different categories. Unless otherwise
stated, I offer no endorsement, or advice for use of any of the websites listed in this newsletter.
Some of these I visit and use myself, and some of them I don't.
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WEBSITES FOR ARTICLES & STORIES:
LONGREADS - The best long-form stories on the web - https://longreads.com/

WEBSITES FOR AUCTIONS:
PURPLE WAVE - Purple Wave describes it's website as a no-reserve online auction service. It
specializes in auctions of construction equipment, agriculture equipment, truck & trailer, and
passenger vehicles. - https://www.purplewave.com/

WEBSITES FOR BLOGGING & WRITING:
AUTHORY - Authory is the first automated platform bringing together all articles, videos and
podcasts you create — no matter where you publish them. - https://authory.com/

WEBSITES FOR BOOKMARKING LINKS:
SAVED - Just type saved.io/ in front of any URL to save a bookmark to the cloud (with a
registered account). - https://saved.io

WEBSITES FOR DRINKERS:
I'm not much of a drinker myself. In fact, it's been quite a few years since I drank any alcoholic
beverage. I can't say that I miss it any. I however don't mind sharing resources for people who
love to indulge in a nice drink or drunk now and then.
VINEPAIR - VinePair is the largest digital media company delivering accessible, entertaining,
and inspiring content about drinks and the experiences you have with a glass in hand. https://vinepair.com/

WEBSITES FOR EBOOKS & BOOKS:
HUNDRED ZEROS - Find free Kindle ebooks for your Amazon Kindle ebook reader, or at least
that's what the website says. I don't know if this website is outdated, abandoned by it's creator,
or what is going on with it. It's supposed to guide you to ebooks on Amazon that are currently
free. However all the ebooks I checked WERE NOT FREE. At any rate, I decided that this
website could possibly be a source of discovery for a next read, so I'm listing it for that reason. http://hundredzeros.com/

WEBSITES FOR GRAPHIC DESIGN (DIY GRAPHICS):
BANNEREASY - Make your own stunning banners, social media graphics, logos, flyers and
more for free! - https://www.bannereasy.com/
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CANVA - Create banners and more for your website and social media platforms. https://www.canva.com/

WEBSITES FOR HOUSING & PROPERTY INTERESTS:
CAPTIVATING HOUSES - Old houses for sale. - https://www.captivatinghouses.com/

WEBSITES FOR LANGUAGE:
FORVO - The pronunciation dictionary. - https://forvo.com/

WEBSITES FOR LIBRARY & REFERENCE RESOURCES:
LIBRARYSPOT - A free virtual library resource center for educators and students, librarians and
their patrons, families, businesses and just about anyone exploring the Web for valuable
research information. - http://www.libraryspot.com/
THE REAL YELLOW PAGES - Your local Yellow and White pages print directory online. https://www.therealyellowpages.com

WEBSITES FOR MAPS:
OPENSTREETMAP - OpenStreetMap is a map of the world, created by people like you and
free to use under an open license. It provides map data for thousands of websites, mobile apps,
and hardware devices. - https://www.openstreetmap.org/
PIC2MAP - Pic2Map.com is an online photo location viewer that utilizes EXIF GPS coordinate
data to create a map view of your photos. This site is amazing. Lot's of beautiful photos to look
at, and a ton of info to gather from EXIF data. I'm partial to the location information myself for
discovery of places I've never heard of. - https://www.pic2map.com/

WEBSITES FOR METAL DETECTING:
STEALTH DIGGERS NOT THURSDAY - Metal detecting for relics. https://www.notthursday.com/

WEBSITES FOR MOVIE POSTERS:
HARRY RANSOM CENTER - THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN - Movie Posters
Collection - The Ransom Center's movie poster collection consists of an estimated 10,000
posters and spans the entire history of film from the silent era to the present day. https://hrc.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p15878coll84

WEBSITES FOR MUSIC DOWNLOADING:
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MY FREE MP3 - Type in an artist or song, and download. Not sure of the sound quality of all the
tracks, but you can find some obscure ones. - https://myfreemp3.vip/ - The last time I visited this
website, it redirected to https://myfreemp3juices.cc/

WEBSITES FOR MUSIC SOUNDTRACKS:
TUNEFIND - The Internet’s best source for TV, movie, and video game soundtracks since 2005.
- https://www.tunefind.com/
TUNEFIND - Music From All TV Shows - https://www.tunefind.com/browse/tv

WEBSITES FOR NUTRITION:
EAT THIS MUCH - Eat This Much creates personalized meal plans based on your food
preferences, budget, and schedule. Reach your diet and nutritional goals with our calorie
calculator, weekly meal plans, grocery lists and more. Create your meal plan right here in
seconds. - https://www.eatthismuch.com/

WEBSITES FOR OUTDOORS & HIKING:
MODERN HIKER - The West's most-read hiking site. Providing top-notch trail info since 2006. https://modernhiker.com/

WEBSITES FOR PHOTOGRAPHY:
PIC2MAP - Pic2Map.com is an online photo location viewer that utilizes EXIF GPS coordinate
data to create a map view of your photos. This site is amazing. Lot's of beautiful photos to look
at, and a ton of info to gather from EXIF data. I'm partial to the location information myself for
discovery of places I've never heard of. - https://www.pic2map.com/
PIC2MAP - Photo taken at Laccadive See with Hasselblad L1D-20C - An example of what
can be found at PIC2MAP - https://www.pic2map.com/gyqbny.html

WEBSITES FOR SEARCHING (ENGINES):
We all know the main search engines. This list is primarily for more obscure ones I find.
GIGABLAST - Gigablast is an American free and open-source web search engine and
directory. Founded in 2000, it is an independent engine and web crawler, developed and
maintained by Matt Wells, a former Infoseek employee and New Mexico Tech graduate. http://www.gigablast.com/
GIGABLAST BLOG - All the posts are one html page. The posts date back to 2002, providing
history about this search engine and it's competition. - http://www.gigablast.com/blog.html
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GIGABLAST DIRECTORIES - A ton of reference links to be found here. http://www.gigablast.com/Top/Reference/Directories/
GIGABLAST REFERENCE - More links to explore than I will probably ever get to. https://www.gigablast.com/Top/Reference/
SIMILAR SITES - Type in a site, find similar sites. - https://www.similarsites.com/

WEBSITES FOR SIMILAR LIKING:
The links in this list point to pages on www.SimilarSites.com where websites of similarity are
listed. Also if you want to laugh at some old memes, check out SimilarSite's Twitter page. They
haven't updated it since 2013, but they left behind some funny nostalgic memes. https://twitter.com/SimilarSites
GOODREADS - https://www.similarsites.com/site/goodreads.com
OCLC - https://www.similarsites.com/site/oclc.org
TUMBLR - https://www.similarsites.com/site/tumblr.com

WEBSITES FOR WEBSITE DISCOVERY:
Remember Stumblupon? It was awesome for discovering new websites to follow. Then they
killed it and moved to another thing called Mix... which sucks! This list is for providing
alternative sites and methods for discovering websites.
DISCUVVER - Random useful sites, one click at a time. - https://www.discuvver.com/
SIMILAR SITES - Type in a site, find similar sites. - https://www.similarsites.com/

WIKIPEDIA PRIMARY ARTICLES OF INTEREST:
This list contains links to Wikipedia articles I've collected for my own interests. Perhaps you
may find them interesting to read and learn about also.
Gigablast - Gigablast is an American free and open-source web search engine and directory.
Founded in 2000, it is an independent engine and web crawler, developed and maintained by
Matt Wells, a former Infoseek employee and New Mexico Tech graduate. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gigablast

👋 SEND FEEDBACK
Do you enjoy this newsletter? Do you know of a website I should add in the website listings?
Have feedback about this newsletter, my own website at www.DDAVIDD.com, or a suggestion
of improvement for this newsletter? Let me know by emailing me at
mudwalkernews@gmail.com
The above email I provided was created on Thursday, March 31st, 2022 @ 12:57 AM CST
specifically for communication about this newsletter. Your welcome.
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